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Abstract:
Fast Field Cycling NMR relaxometry permits to measure nuclear spin relaxation times over a wide
range of magnetic field strengths. Typically, the field strengths, expressed as proton Larmor
frequencies, range from a few kHz up to 40 MHz, making FFC NMR a low field technique.
Although FFC NMR lacks the resolution of high field NMR spectroscopy, it is superior for studies
of molecular dynamics because it provides relaxation times at different field strengths using just
one instrument. The low frequencies investigated render FFC NMR relaxometry particularly
useful in revealing information on slow molecular dynamics, which is of interest for the
characterization of many systems, such as polymers, liquid crystals, porous materials and
contrast agents for MRI.
I will show two case studies demonstrating the type of information that can be obtained by FFC
NMR relaxometry. The former will concern the trapping of Gd(III) ions by polyanionic
nanocapsules in water, where equilibria between trapped and free ions dependent on the charge
of the nanocapsule were revealed, a piece of information not accessible with other techniques.1
In the latter study, the diffusion of water in the pores of a metal organic framework, NH2-MIL125, was found to reflect the void structure of the adsorbent, constituted by spherical cavities
and channels spanning a crystallite. Quadrupolar peaks characterizing the almost dry adsorbent
gave insight into very slow molecular dynamics of the organic moieties of NH2-MIL-125.2
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